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PERFECT FOR LARGER ROOMS
GROUP, our video conferencing solution for rooms that seat 14–20 people, delivers high quality
HD video and crystal clear audio, allowing any meeting place to be a video conferencing space.
With advanced features like acoustic echo cancellation, noise reduction technology, and
intuitive controls, it’s easier than ever to include everyone in the conversation.





PLUG-AND-PLAY SIMPLICITY
USB plug-and-play connectivity makes GROUP a breeze to deploy and use. Simply connect
GROUP the conference room computer or your laptop through USB, and you’re good to go. Use
GROUP with any video conferencing software, including those you already use. For great-
sounding audio calls, pair your mobile device with Bluetooth  wireless technology to the
GROUP speakerphone.

®

CUSTOMER STORIES

https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/video-collaboration/resources.html#customer-stories


OPTIONS GIVE YOU VERSATILITY
Customize the setup to match the layout and size of your room. Mount the camera on a table,
tripod, or wall. Optional expansion mics extend audio coverage up to 8.5 meters. Add an
optional 10 meter or 15 meter cable to increase the reach of the speakerphone or camera

RECOMMENDED ROOM LAYOUTS

 

HIGH-DEFINITION VIDEO

https://www.logitech.com/content/dam/logitech/en/video-collaboration/pdf/logitech-fov-diagram-web.pdf


Bring meetings into focus with GROUP’s premium lens, 10x lossless zoom, and HD 1080p/30
performance. Perfectly frame presenters and whiteboards with pan/tilt control, and zoom in for
detail and clarity. GROUP’s 90° diagonal �eld-of-view provides ideal coverage for medium and
large conference rooms, with motorized pan and tilt for wall-to-wall, �oor-to-ceiling coverage.

THE STORY BEHIND THE LENS  

NATURAL-SOUNDING AUDIO
Everyone hears and can be heard with GROUP’s full-duplex speakerphone, which delivers sound
that’s crisp, clear, and highly intelligible. Acoustic echo cancellation and noise reduction
technology make conversations natural-sounding while reducing reverberation and ambient
noise.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SPEAKERPHONE CERTIFIED FOR CONVENIENT AVAILABLE



WITH
BLUETOOTH
Hear and be heard with
life-like clarity. GROUP’s
full-duplex
speakerphone provides
360° coverage with four
omnidirectional mics.
Beamforming
technology helps pick
up speech throughout a
6m / 20 ft diameter
while reducing keyboard
clicks and other audible
distractions. You can
even pair GROUP with
your smartphone or
tablet to enjoy
outstanding audio
clarity and ample
volume with mobile
applications and
conference calls.

BUSINESS
GROUP is certi�ed
compatible with Skype
for Business and ready
for Teams.
Certi�cations and
compatibility with other
popular applications
include BlueJeans,
Broadsoft, Fuze, Lifesize
Cloud, Vidyo, and
Zoom. If your preferred
application can
recognize a webcam,
you can use it with
GROUP.

CONTROLS
GROUP’s speakerphone
provides a convenient
dock for the handheld
remote control, and
features an LCD status
screen and tactile
buttons to mute audio,
adjust volume, move
the camera, and more.

EXPANSION
MICS
Extend the range of the
GROUP video
conferencing system
with Logitech GROUP
Expansion Mics.
Accommodate up to 20
people in one large
room and make sure
everyone’s voice can be
heard. Simply plug the
microphones into the
GROUP speakerphone:
they are automatically
recognized and
con�gured. An indicator
light shows when the
microphone is muted,
when a call is active,
and
when Bluetooth wireless
pairing has begun.

MUTE WITH
CONFIDENCE
With tactile mute
buttons on the
speakerphone,
handheld remote, and
optional expansion
mics, GROUP makes it
easy to assure your
privacy. When muted,
GROUP’s LED status
ring lights up red, a
subtle yet obvious
assurance that’s easily
seen throughout the
room.

CABLING
MADE EASY
GROUP’s compact Hub
simpli�es cabling and
makes it easy to run
cables under tables and
through conduit.
Integrated data and
power means that the
camera and
speakerphone each
connect with a single
cable. The included 5m
/ 16 ft cables give you
lots of placement
options, while optional
extended cables
o�er double or triple the
reach.

FIELD
UPGRADEABLE
With regular �rmware
updates, Logitech
continuously improves
the GROUP video
conferencing
experience. For
example, recent
updates delivered
substantial
improvements to
automatic echo
cancellation and gain
control, plus upgraded
beamforming and
duplex performance. It’s
another reason why

RIGHTSENSE
Logitech RightSense
proactive technologies
make better video
meetings easy and
automatic. RightSound
optimizes the human
voice and enhances
conversational clarity,
and RightLight helps
everyone look their best
on camera, regardless
of lighting conditions.
With RightSense on
board, video meetings
are naturally more
e�cient with no

™

LOGITECH
COLLABORATION
PROGRAM

GROUP EXPANSION
MICS

https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/accessories/group-10m-extended-cable.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/accessories/group-15m-extended-cable.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/video-collaboration/partners/collaboration-program.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/accessories/group-expansion-mics.html


Logitech delivers the
best value proposition
in the industry.

calibration, manual
intervention or support
required.

"Logitech GR

FIND THE PRODUCTS THAT ARE RIGHT FOR YOU

UPDATE YOUR GROUP LEARN MORE ABOUT
RIGHTSENSE

https://prosupport.logi.com/hc/articles/360040085573-Downloads-GROUP
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/video-collaboration/resources/rightsense-technology.html


BCC950
Desktop video

conferencing solution for
private o�ces, home
o�ces, and most any

semi-private space
£219.00

CONNECT
Portable ConferenceCam

with Bluetooth
speakerphone for the

huddle room, home o�ce,
and on the go

£439.00

MEETUP
All-in-one

conferencecam for
small conference

rooms and huddle
rooms.

£999.00

GROUP
Video

conferencing
for mid to
large-sized

meeting
rooms

£1,099.00–
£1,328.99

Diagonal Field of View 78° 90° - 90°

Up to Full HD Video (1080p30)

Up to Ultra HD Video (4K) - - -

HD Zoom 1.2x 4x 5x 10x

Pan | Tilt

Available Expansion Mics - - 1 2

Recommended Room Sizes S S S/M M/L

®

GROUP
Video conferencing for mid to large-sized meeting rooms

https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/bcc950-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/connect-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/meetup-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/bcc950-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/connect-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/conference-cameras/meetup-conferencecam.html


£1,099.00 – £1,328.99
Free shipping on orders GBP39.00 and over.

CHOOSE A PLATFORM 

BUY NOW

FIND A RESELLER

SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPORT

SPECS & DETAILS 

SUPPORT 

https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/video-collaboration/resellers.html
https://prosupport.logi.com/hc?mID=12220


CONTACT SALES
Our team of product experts can help you �nd the best solution for your company. Fill out the

form and a Logitech representative will contact you.

First Name *

Last Name *

Company Name *

Email Address *

Phone Number *

United Kingdom

What products are you interested in? *

Conference Cameras

Web Cameras and Headsets

Mice and Keyboards

Tablet or Mobile Accessories

Ecosystem Partner...

Number of Meeting Rooms...

Timeframe to Purchase...



How can we help you? *

By supplying my contact information, I authorize Logitech to contact me
with personalized communications about Logitech's products and
services, which per Logitech's Privacy Policy I may opt-out of at any
time.

SUBMIT

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS FOR YOU

GROUP EXPANSION MICS

Add-on mics for larger groups

£229.00

GROUP 10M EXTENDED CABLE

10 meter cable, ideal for large conference ro

£129.00

https://www.logitech.com/legal/web-privacy-policy
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/accessories/group-expansion-mics.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-gb/products/video-conferencing/accessories/group-10m-extended-cable.html



